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About Speleo Vercors:
Speleo Vercors is a UK based caving club that specialises in Vercors caving.
Speleo Vercors was created in 1997 to formalise and document the experience
of UK cavers that have been meeting (on an ad-hoc basis) in the Vercors for the
best part of two decades. Membership is by invitation and prospective members
must demonstrate a long term commitment to Vercors caving as well providing
on-going support to the club.
Other SV Publications
Trip Reports: Speleo Vercors has published the following reports:
Skiing '99 (paper)
Caving '99 (paper)
Skiing 2000 (paper)
Caving 2000 (including a Speleovision report) (paper)
Skiing 2001 (paper)
Bigbang Doggiepoopoo (parchment)
Skiing 2002 (CD or paper)
Caving 2002 (CD only)
Skiing 2003 (paper)
Skiing 2004 (paper and DVD)
Sun and Ski 2005 (DVD)
Guides:
Scialet Cloches (DVD)
The Mont Aiguille Guide (paper)
Scialet II des Chuats (Draft - paper – translation)
Trou des Anciens (Draft -paper – translation)
Scialet du Combeau (Project description - paper)
Scialet du Combeau Rigging Topo (Paper)
Scialet du Chassillon (Draft - paper)
Long Term Projects:
Access: We are developing a data base of all known Vercors caves.
The data base will reference caves by name and grid reference and provide links
to surveys and other publications.
Guide Book: We are developing an English Language guide to the Vercors for
cavers, to augment the two French guide books currently available
Speleo Dossier 1: We are documenting all previous (caving) visits (by SV members)
to the Vercors to date, which have been published previously in various journals.
Contact Speleo Vercors: http://www.speleo-vercors.org

All ECO Anchors described in this document have been installed
following the current best practices as defined by the
British Caving Associations Equipment and Techniques Committee and in
association with the CNCC Technical Group
by members of Speleo Vercors
For further details please refer to:
www.british-caving.org
http://web.ukonline.co.uk/members/andy.mccarron/cncctech.htm
http://www.speleo-vercors.org

Scialet du Combeau location map

Parking
Scialet du Combeau

Map source: IGN

Scialet du Combeau Location:
Map: IGN TOP 25 3236 OT Villard-de-Lans
IGN: 847,66 X 292,87 X 1490
GPS: 31N 695222E 4974073 Alt: 1490m
Scialet du Combeau is located on the high plateau of the Vercors National Park in south east France.
Follow the D518 south from La Chapelle-en-Vercors, past St-Agnan taking the second left turn after
passing the show cave of Grotte de la Luire – this is the Route Forestiere de la Coche and leads to
the parking area for walking to the Grand Veymont. Continue past the parking area and the old
forest refuge and take the next left turn, the Route Forestiere de la Charbonnieres. Follow this
road for a couple of kilometres to just before the spot height of 1517 shown on the map, at the
point where a path joins the road from the north (left). There is just about enough room here for
one car to park off the road. There is further parking a few metres further along the road.
Scialet du Combeau is located to the south west of where the path joins the road. The cave entrance
can be seen by descending to the obvious limestone bench to the south of the road.
WARNING: Scialet du Combeau is 80 metres deep, the approach to the entrance is a steeply
sloping grass bank which will be very slippery in wet weather. Falling here will probably
be fatal as there is nothing to arrest a fall until the bottom at -80 metres.

ECO Anchor Test Bed

Scialet du Combeau: Entrance

ECO Anchor Test Bed

GJ/SC/T3
13/08/07
Resin: 13464/05/08

GJ/SC/T2
13/08/07
Resin: 13464/05/08

GJ/SC/T1
11/08/07
Resin: 13464/05/08

The location for this test bed was chosen for a number of reasons:
•Remote, although easy access
•Extremes of temperature:
•> + 40 in the summer
•< – 10 (and covered by several metres of snow) for several months each winter
•Scialet du Combeau is a little known cave, and has not been visited for several years, so we are
unlikely to upset “local” cavers
•Scialet du Combeau is an 80 metre deep shaft system and will make an excellent SRT training
route

Anchor Test Regime
This test regime is based on three summer/winter cycles.
Test 1, 2010: Test anchor 1 to 15Kn and record results
Test 2, 2013: Test anchor 1 to extraction and record results
Test anchor 2 to 15Kn and record results
Test 3, 2016: Test anchor 2 to extraction and record results
Test anchor 3 to 15Kn and record results
Test 4, 2019: Test anchor 3 to extraction and record results

We are in contact with the National Park to collect average summer and winter day
and night temperatures.
Scialet du Combeau: Anchor Installation Log
Resin Batch No: 13464/05/08
GJ/SC 1 11/08/07
GJ/SC 2 11/08/07
GJ/SC 3 11/08/07
GJ/SC 4 13/08/07
GJ/SC 5 23/08/07
GJ/SC 6 18/05/08
Resin Batch No: 18063/11/08
GJ/SC 7 18/07/08
GJ/SC 8 18/07/08
GJ/SC 9 18/07/08
GJ/SC10 18/07/08
GJ/SC11 18/07/08
GJ/SC12 18/08/08
GJ/SC13 18/08/08
GJ/SC14 19/08/08

Reading taken 19/07/08

Installing the ECO Anchor SRT Route

Scialet du Combeau: Rigging Guide

Care: Beware of falling rocks – everything that falls from the surface goes rapidly to the
bottom of the shaft. Try to avoid descending Stupot until all the party are in the chamber at
the top of the big pitch. There is no where safe to unclip from the rope!
The entrance pitch is rigged from an initial anchor located in bedrock above and to the
right of the shaft. It is important to use this anchor as it provides security when descending
the grassy bank to rig further anchors. There is an obvious large boulder that can also be
used with a sling to provide an optional Y hang from the second anchor. A short descent
leads to the third anchor, which is located over the open shaft. (There is a rub point below
this anchor and suitable protection should be used to prevent damage to the rope). A
further short descent leads to a re-belay from where a good ledge can be reached to rig the
final anchor, which provides a 10m free hang to the top of a steeply descending, greasy
gully.
An low anchor provides security for descent of the gully (5m) to an anchor at the top of the
6m pitch. From the bottom of the pitch, an anchor on the south wall is the start of a steeply
sloping descent into a very steep (and loose floored) passage. Just inside the passage, high
on the right (as you abseil) is a further anchor. The steeply descending passage leads to a
good sized chamber (typical of the Vercors with honey coloured flowstone and a profusion
of moonmilk) where by traversing around to the right (west) is an anchor, which provides
security for the final short descent to the back of the chamber.
In the floor of the chamber, separated by a ridge of rock are two shafts. The first shaft,
which takes everything that falls down the entrance shaft, is Stupot (the P39 on the 1958
survey), with the second shaft being the lateral shaft (P19 on survey). Both shafts take
water after heavy rain.
From the anchor at the back of the chamber there is a steep and slippery descent to two
anchors at the pitch head with a further anchor for a re-belay about 1 metre down. The flat
floored base of the shaft is a disappointing end to this superb shaft. The muddy pool in the
corner of the shaft takes all the water without apparently backing up, so there is further
potential as a dig….

Map: IGN TOP 25 3236 OT Villard-de-Lans
IGN: 847,66 X 292,87 X 1490
GPS: 31N 695222E 4974073 Alt: 1490m

Rigging Topo
Based on 1958 GSV survey
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Scialet du Combeau: P1 rigging

One of the two resident Loir Gris (Dormouse) that inhabit
the entrance pitch, that seem completely oblivious to cavers!

Rigging the entrance pitch

Descending the greasy gulley

P6 pitch head

Traverse into pitch-head chamber

Pitch-head chamber

“Stupot”

Access in winter:
Depending on the severity of the winter, it will not usually be possible to drive closer
than then second gate marked on the local map at spot height 1190m, and it may be
necessary to have snow tyres fitted to get that far! From here, it is a magnificent three
hour walk to the entrance using snow shoes.

The road head at the second gate

This is where you park in the summer

The entrance in winter

Bolting Log

1: 11/08/07: A sunny day at last! I've started Scialet Combeau. I decided it's going to be a
better hang from the north side of the shaft - the south side has some spits, but it's a very
scruffy descent against vegetated ledges, whilst the north side is clean rock, and a good free
hang. But is has no spits, so rigging for the first 3 anchors was entertaining! The drill
produced 4 and a half holes - I want to install 3 anchors as a test bed, so as of today, I have
installed 3 anchors for the initial descent of the cave (a further 2 or 3 will be required to
reach the initial free hang), plus I have installed the first of 3 anchors for the test bed.
(There's two little furry creatures living in the entrance. They have long bushy tails, like a
squirrel, but they don't look like squirrels...)
2: 13/08/07: Today I have installed another 3 anchors at Combeau - 2 to complete the test
bed and another 1 in the shaft, I wanted to install a further anchor, but I could just not reach
where I wanted to place it without the anchor I had just placed, I don't know what the cave
is like yet, but it's going to be a nice route to practice SRT.
3: 18/08/07: Went back up to Combeau to install the final anchor on the entrance pitch - just
one anchor! The rock must be extremely hard in this bed, 'cos I managed about one inch of
depth before the battery ran out - and I'd only brought one battery, 'cos it previously did over
2 holes. BUM! Anyway, I dropped the pitch, proving that the penultimate anchor on the
entrance pitch does hit a rub point, justifying the effort in installing (eventually) the next
anchor. I was on a 27m rope and it just reached the top of the next pitch, which continues
straight down below the first pitch - slightly different to the survey - anything falling from
the surface continues to the bottom at -80m. Going across the top of the second pitch is
what looks like a roomy fault chamber, so all in all, I think this is a good project and will
turn out to be a good SRT trip. On my next trip, I will take a pilot drill with me, and both
batteries, but it is looking unlikely that it will be completed this trip as I'm only getting 4
holes maximum per trip, and it looks like there's a lot to be done. I have not found anymore
Spits yet, so maybe it's only ever been descended on ladders...
4: 22/08/07: Back up to Combeau this morning with pilot drill and two batteries. The rock is
extremely hard for about 2 or 3 centimeters, then it becomes more normal, but I still used
both batteries - one for the pilot and the other for the full size bit, before the batteries ran
out and I could relieve the hole for the head of the P. So still not finished it....
5: 23/08/07: Back up to Combeau this morning, the final anchor on the entrance pitch is
installed!

6: 18/05/08: Using a longer rope than on my August trips, I was able to descend to the top of
the next section - I'm still not sure how this system works - it's not at all like the survey! For
my own protection and to split the entrance pitch, I decided to place an intermediate anchor
at the top of a scruffy, slippery gully. As you may know, I can only get one hole out of the
batteries I have, which is a bugger when I dropped the second battery down the shaft....
The good news is that I have spotted a spit, so on my return tomorrow, using the anchor
placed today, I should be able to reach the spit, place a further anchor, and rig from the spit
to see where the shaft goes from here in order to plan for future trips (and resin
requirements). The other interesting and unexpected discovery, is that somewhere down the
shaft is running water! Maybe not surprising given the monster storm we had all day
yesterday, but never the less, completely unexpected.
I have left the shaft rigged to make life a little easier tomorrow. I suspect that I'm
approaching the limit of what is achievable for one person to do....
When I return home (late Wednesday) I intend to investigate another couple of batteries for
the drill. The drill I have was £99.99 from eBay (24v SDS with two batteries). Maybe the
solution is to build a custom battery and use part of an existing battery as the connector to
the drill - and I know where there's a duff battery.....
Anyway, the issue is that one hole means one nozzle, three holes could mean one tube of
resin and one nozzle. I'll investigate batteries next week and then estimate how much resin I
think I'll need for June. If I have three batteries that (in theory) means 18 anchors from 6
tubes of resin and approx. 12 nozzles. If the shaft goes vertical soon, that should be enough although I have yet to figure out the second, lateral shaft - what fun!!!.
Bottom line is that this is going to be a brilliant SRT trip when it's finished.
7: 19/05/08: Another mixed day. First the bad news. Even though I had charged the battery
overnight, it only managed to drill about 3/4 of the required depth. This is not necessarily the
fault of the battery, but another case of "case hardened" limestone. The cave is located on a
fault and I suspect that there is some process that effects the hardness of the limestone when
faulting occurs. I had a similar problem in August. It's only very hard for about 3 or 4
centimetres depth and then it becomes the usual you would expect for limestone.
Now the good news. The anchor I placed yesterday is perfect for the descent of the greasy
gully, which leads to a further pitch of about 6m. The Spit I located yesterday was well
placed, and as it was backed up to an Eco anchor, I took a chance and descended this pitch
which leads to a small chamber with a very steep, very loose rubble floor. I could not locate
any further spits so descended on the same rope for around 18m (all rope lengths checked on
the grass back at the house).

The steeply descending passage leads (funnel like) into a good sized chamber - typical
of the Vercors with honey coloured flowstone and a profusion of moonmilk. In the
floor of the chamber, separated by a ridge of rock are two quite large holes. The first
hole which takes every thing that falls down the entrance shaft must be the P39 on the
(1958) survey, with the second hole being the lateral shaft which appears to be the one
that takes water.
On my return I started to place an anchor close to the Spit, before running out of
power.
Next trip: Complete anchor placement near Spit. The steeply descending, rubble
floored passage requires 2 or maybe 3 anchors for protection (falling anywhere here is
going to be fatal). Then, we need to figure out the best way to rig both big pitches.
*MUST SORT OUT BATTERIES* (Purchased 3 new batteries in June)

Using the 100m rope used today for measurements, the following is a description of
the cave so far.
The entrance pitch is rigged with 5 anchors, two for back up and three for a descending
traverse to the pitch head. A 10m descent brings you to the top of a steeply descending,
greasy gully (30m of rope to here) An anchor provides security for descent of the gully
(5m) to the top of a 6m pitch. From the bottom of the pitch, a steeply descending
passage brings you to a large chamber at - 27m with two ways on....
8: 13/06/08: Quick evening trip to show progress to Andy and take a few photo’s.
9: 17/07/08: Two trips today, first to rig it, and I have got to the back of the chamber
between both shafts, by rigging off naturals. Then I spotted carbide soot and figured
there would be a spit there, and there was, so not completely rigged from naturals.
Then back to the surface to collect the drill bag and back underground to complete the
hole started in May. I managed a further 4 holes including one at the back of the
chamber above both shafts, which was my main objective for this trip as I need to be
safe to start above the "big pitch" when I return in August. I also understand a bit more
about how it all works now. So anyway, time was getting on, so I came out, left it
rigged and went for a beer. I will be back tomorrow to glue in 5 anchors.

The new batteries seem to be working OK, getting 1 or 2 holes a battery depending on
the type of limestone - some of it is a lot harder to drill than other bits!
10: 18/07/08: 5 anchors glued in today and the cave has been derigged. It takes 71
metres of rope to reach the furthest anchor and I'm well placed for my next trip in
August.
I also glued a min/max thermometer to the test bed.

11: 17/08/08: Quick trip this afternoon to rig it. From the last anchor installed in July a steep,
slippery descent brings you to the pitch head. First the goods news: this is an awesome pitch!
Now the not so goods news. I found one manky spit, which I'm not prepared to use as I need to
get around the corner of the pitch to place an anchor for the final free hang (at least that's what
it looks like). So I need to place at least one (and probably two) anchors to safely place the
(hopefully) final anchor. (Decided to call the big pitch “Stupot” in memory of Stu).
I had a look at the alternative pitch, and there are no spits anywhere, so no idea how this has
been descended previously. I found some more bones, some of which are being washed out of
the mud...The pitch is quite well decorated and I'm probably not going to install anchors on it,
as it (apparently) breaks out into the big pitch anyway.
I've left the cave rigged now until it's finished.
12: 18/08/08: Another afternoon trip - works really well caving in the afternoon.
Took the drill bag and glue bag underground today, both behaved like naughty puppies apart
from when they behaved like ground anchors!
Two anchors placed today at the pitch head. One near the manky spit as it was a good position
for the initial descent, but I figured it also needed a higher anchor to keep the rope coming from
the previous anchor out of the glue like porridge on the floor - that's moon milk for you:-)
Tomorrow I will be traversing out on the pitch itself to place what will hopefully be the final
anchor which looks like it will provide a good hang to the base of the shaft - and what a shaft it
is!
12: 19/08/08: Another afternoon trip and probably the hardest trip to date!
The two anchors placed yesterday are perfect for dropping over the side of the pitch. I had
intended to traverse slightly to the right as it looked as though that would provide a free hang to
the bottom, but it's wall to wall moon milk! About 1m down I found a spit in the only bit of
exposed limestone, so placed an anchor about a third of a metre below it. The hard part was
constantly shuttling up and down between this rebelay and the chamber (where the bones are)
to collect and swap the drill and gluing gear. Anyway, the anchor is placed and although there
appears to be a shelf of rock near the bottom which may be a problem, the next trip will be a
bottoming trip. I hope the shelf is not a problem as getting the bolting gear any deeper is not
really an option...
However, this pitch is AWESOME!
Tomorrow is going to be a rest day, so the next report will be on Thursday.

13: 21/08/08: The anchor placed yesterday provides a free hang to the bottom. It's a bit tricky
though as it's against slippery rock and you need to use your hand jammer/footloops to free your
short cowstail on the descent. The shaft is superb, a bit like Bar Pot big pitch but more colourful.
Bad news is that's it. Flat floored (like Pot du Loup) and no way on other than a muddy area
where the water drains away - bit of a serious dig.
I've brought out the rigging bag and drill bag. Next trip will be with Andy to take some photos
and de-rig. Oh, and I found (and brought out) battery No. 2 (dropped it 12 months ago) - it's not
repairable!
14: 19/08/08: Andy and I did the de-rig and photo trip - which have come out really well. The
cave is now de-rigged and the project complete. I have to write a letter to the National Park
requesting permission for the test bed, but I have already been given min/max readings for the last
18 months. Lowest temperature recorded this trip was 0.C.

P6 pitch head

Entrance pitch from the bottom of P6

Rigging from “naturals”

A previous visitor

Anchor

Stepped ledges leading to the Stupot (big pitch)

